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Abstract: The aim of clustering in the data mining field is to find intrinsic structures in data, and organize them into
meaningful groups for further study and analysis. The more information is collected for developing the high efficient
clusters with high quality reliable performance. Clustering of objects does not develop the criterion functions with high
dimensional hierarchical clustering algorithms. Clustering of objects perform the closest pair of clusters with increased time
and memory complexities. To reduce the time and memory complexities based on distance function, Hierarchical
Agglomerative Clustering with newly Estimated Incremental Dimensional (HAC-EID) Mechanism is proposed in this paper.
HAC-EID mechanism splits the process into two steps. At the first step, the Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering uses the
homogeneity property on the biological data objects. Homogeneity property clusters the set of objects with similar density
and attains the higher ratio of object linkage. Second step in the HAC-EID mechanism performs the incorporating of a new
data objects in the hierarchical cluster using estimated incremental dimensional operations. Estimated Incremental
Dimensional (EID) Algorithm measures the distance matrix after the incorporation of the data objects and also satisfies the
instance-level and class-level constraints. An instance-level constraint is satisfied in EID algorithm using the closeness
matrix, thereby reducing the memory complexities by shortening certain entries. A class-level constraint is satisfied in EID
algorithm using the minimum spanning distance absolute link process. A biological high dimensional data object is used for
experimenting on the factors such as running time, memory complexity rate, and clustering accuracy ratio.
Keywords: Estimated Incremental Dimensional, Homogeneity property, Minimum Spanning Distance, Closeness Matrix,
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering, Class-level Constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
The gene expressional data is one of the main goals to group the similar objects. The similar objects are linked to group the
closer data objects. The closer they are, the smaller the chance of being error occurrences on computing operations. Efficient
storage and retrieval of high-dimensional data is one of the vital issues in database and data mining research. A cluster concept
is practical on grouping the high dimensional region of points, which is divided by lower density sections. The definition is
more often used to cluster the similar points from the initial group as shown in Fig .
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Initial Objects

Clustering of Similar Objects

In many real world application domains, the measured observations are high-dimensional data objects where the clustering
operation is carried on these objects. Cluster analysis as shown in Fig 1 separate data into groups (clusters) for the principle of
improving the concept understanding. For instance, cluster analysis has been used to cluster the associated high dimensional
space objects to find genes that having the analogous functionality by means of data collection.
Data collection is an object where the individuals with authorization access the query users, by offering the storage points
and the service providers. Appropriate indexing techniques as illustrated in [4] performs searching with minimal number of
accesses to the input rankings until the objects with the top-k aggregates. The aggregated score recognized the upper and lower
bounds for the objects but the Euclidean distance measure between two points is not carried out to reduce the processing time.
B+ tree based approach respond to the edited Euclidean distance based string similarity queries, and hence produce the lesser
processing time in [6]. RDBMS respond to string similarity search using the pruning techniques and split the string group into
partitions according to a position of location strings. Index strings with all partition uses the single B+-tree based Euclidean
distance measure to answer the KNN range queries correspondingly.
Most data mining algorithms such as clustering and decision trees necessitate result tables from these queries to form a
horizontal layout. In [9], Horizontal aggregations just involve a small syntax expansion to aggregate functions with a SELECT
statement. Horizontal aggregation repeatedly produces an efficient SQL code and modifies the internal data structures.
However, care taken to safeguard the valuable data requirements beside the unlawful access. Multi-Cluster Feature Selection
(MCFS) as described in [3] addresses the multi-dimensional indexing to avoid unlawful access with L1-regularized models.
MCFS offer the efficient spatial filtering with a reasonably small preprocessing storage overhead. MCFS need to tighten the
work by optimizing the clustering algorithm and optimize the cluster distance bounds for balancing the load.
Dimensional space holds up by outsourced servers and consumes lower storage costs for larger databases of similarity
search measurement. Existing Multi Viewpoint based Similarity measuring (MVS) method as described in [1] uses the more
informative measurement for clustering the objects with high-quality reliable performance. MVS method not yet developed the
criterion functions with hierarchical clustering algorithms. MVS implemented only on text data and not explored on highdimensional data. In [11], sparse coding is commonly used in high-dimensional data preprocessing for categorize a minute
group of higher order features. Feature generation algorithms do not prove the effective result on the transfer learning of the
data objects.
In [2], clustering Sentence-Level Text using Fuzzy Relational Clustering (FRC) algorithm is competent of recognizing the
overlapping clusters. FRC does not perform the closest pair of clusters, so time and memory complexities get increased. In [5],
Cluster-based Temporal Mobile Sequential Pattern Mine (CTMSP-Mine) provides an effectual scheme to reduce the memory
complexity on user‟s subsequent behaviors. Location Based Service Alignment (LBS-Alignment) offers the similarity measure
but not accepted on the features based on the cellular network predicting the user behavior. In CTMSP-Mine, user clusters are
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built up by Cluster-Object-based Smart Cluster Affinity Search Technique (CO-Smart-CAST) but fails to develop the Hybrid
Prediction Model. The failure of hybrid prediction model in CTMSP-Mine, improves the false positive ratio.
In this work, focus is made on reducing the time and memory complexities using the Hierarchical Agglomerative
Clustering with newly Estimated Incremental Dimensional (HAC-EID) Mechanism. HAC-EID mechanism performs the process
by dividing them into two phases. In initial phase of HAC-EID work, homogeneity property is introduced on the biological data
objects. Homogeneity property clusters the set of objects with similar density and attains the higher ratio of object linkage. In
the second phase of work, estimated incremental dimensional operation is carried out to perform the high quality of hierarchical
clustering. Estimated Incremental Dimensional measures the distance matrix value. EID satisfies the instance-level and classlevel constraints using the closeness matrix and minimum spanning distance absolute link process.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 1, describes the basic problems in clustering the high dimensional
objects. In Section 2, present an overall view of the Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering with newly Estimated Incremental
Dimensional (HAC-EID) Mechanism. Section 3 and 4 sketch experiment results with parametric factors and present the result
graph for research on clustering the close pair of objects. Finally, Section 5 reveals the related work and Section 6 concludes the
work with enhanced result outcome.

II. HIERARCHICAL AGGLOMERATIVE CLUSTERING WITH NEWLY ESTIMATED INCREMENTAL DIMENSIONAL MECHANISM
The Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering goal is to group them into reasonable clusters with different levels of interbiological object resemblance using estimated incremental dimensional method. HAC-EID Mechanism reduces the time and
memory complexities based on measuring distance function between the biological data objects. The reduction of time and
memory ratio also helps to easily extend the hierarchical agglomerative clustering on the newly incorporated biological data
objects. HAC is represented through Fig 2.

Similar
Homogeneity

Data objects

Hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithms as described in Fig 2 build nested clusters by merging the biological gene
objects consecutively. The agglomerative hierarchy of clusters is represented as a tree with bottom up process in HAC-EID
mechanism. The root of the tree is the unique points where all the data objects collect, and the leaves being the hierarchical
clusters with only one data objects. The homogeneity property in HAC clusters the set of objects with the similar density. The
similar density is measured as,

( (

(

………… Eqn (1)

Similar density of „k‟ objects ‟OB‟s is grouped together in HAC method. „ ‟ is the density level of the each objects. The
similar density function with multiplicative scaling provides the precise clustering with higher linking. If the object is multiplied
by a factor, then the result is multiplied by some power of the factor to reach the similar density level in HAC-EID mechanism.
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The highest link points in hierarchical tree reduce the distance among the clustering points, so that the running time is reduced
in HAC method. The incorporation of the new objects is also carried out in HAC using the estimated incremental dimensional
mechanism. Incorporated new biological gene data objects in HAC-EID mechanism is represented in Fig 3.

Achieve minimal distance measure

Agglomerative hierarchical based
clustering

Fig. 3. Process of Estimated Incremental Dimensional in HAC

Estimated Incremental Dimensional in HAC produces a modified distance matrix result using sigmoid function. Estimated
incremental dimensional is introduced to handle the newly incorporated high dimensional data objects. HAC-EID mechanism
performs the operation with reduced complexity on time and memory. The overall structural diagram of HAC-EID mechanism
is described in Fig 4.
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Fig. 4. Overall Structural Diagram of HAC-EID mechanism

As structural procedure of HAC-EID mechanism initially takes the biological gene data objects for performing the
hierarchical agglomerative clustering. The hierarchical clustering uses the homogeneity property to measure the density level in
HAC-EID mechanism. The similar density level are grouped together to improve the link ratio. The adding of new biological
data objects is processed using the Estimated Incremental Dimensional algorithm. The EID uses the modified distance matrix
and incorporate the data objects without any complexity on time and memory. The Estimated Incremental Dimensional measure
also satisfies the instance and class level constraints while incorporating the new biological data objects. The hierarchical
agglomerative clustering algorithmic procedure is briefly explained in section 2.1.
1.1 Algorithmic Procedure of Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
The basic hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm added benefits on implementing with the homogeneity property.
Homogeneity property uses the biological objects to identify the density level. The algorithmic steps are described as,
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// Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering
Begin
Input: OB= {

} of biological gene data objects

Output: Hierarchical agglomerative clustering on different „k‟ objects
Step 1: Agglomerative Clustering performed from level n-1 to n (i.e.,) bottom up process
Step 2: For any pair of objects

and

homogeneity property is applied

Step 2.1: Homogeneity property checks the density level
Step 2.2: Density of

and

measured
( (

Step 2.3: If

=

(

, then group the similar density objects

Step 2.4: Else, check the density level with next set of objects on the same level
Step 2.5: Similar step continued on each hierarchy level
Step 2.6: End If-Else
Step 3: For k = n-1 to n do,
Step 3.1: Let

,

= argmax(

,

)

Step 3.2: Attain maximum link of clusters on hierarchical level
Step 3.3: End For
Step 4: End For
End
The agglomerative hierarchical clustering determines the pair of objects and identifies the density level in step 2.2. The
density level of the objects is measured and similar points are grouped together. The similar density level of gene data objects
are clustered together to attain the higher link efficiency rate. Similarly the same operation carried out from the root to the leaf
of the tree structure (i.e., follows the bottom up process).
1.1.1 Biological Object Linkage

The similar ratio is linked effectively in HAC-EID mechanism using the symmetric distance metric. The symmetric
distance metric is formularized as,

(
The new data object

(

√∑

(

(

(

is subtracted from old data object

(

symmetric distance measure in EID. The symmetric distances metric attains the O (

………. Eqn (2)
on the root mean square to identify the
) on time and space metric, where „m‟

and „n are the number of attributes used to represent each instance. For large biological data objects, HAC-EID mechanism
effectively store all pair wise distances measure at each hierarchical level by leading to running time of O(

). The adding up of

new biological data objects and estimated incremental dimensional method is clearly described in section 2.2.
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1.2 Estimated Incremental Dimensional Measure

Newly estimated incremental dimensional method main task is to clearly incorporate the new data objects into the
developed agglomerative hierarchical cluster. During this operation, EID locates the objects in the hierarchy and hosts the new
biological data objects. Similarly all new data objects are hosted into the clustering tree with minimal running time. The
incorporation is done by using the modified distance matrix. EID modified distance matrix introduces the Sigmoid function „S‟.
The sigmoid function is measured as,
………. Eqn (3)

(

Sigmoid Function carries the „k‟ similar density of objects „ob‟. The function divides the value with the closest mean
distance „C‟ to reduce the matrix complexity. The brief explanation of EID algorithm is described,
//Estimated Incremental Dimensional Algorithm
Begin
Step 1: Modified Distance Matrix „D‟
Step 2: Initialization: „N‟ biological data objects in the distance space
Step 3: Computes the Sigmoid Function „S‟
Step 3: Satisfies the instance-level constraints with reduction in memory complexity
Step 3.1: Computes the closeness matrix „C‟
Step 4: Satisfies the class-level constraints with reduction in running time
Step 4.1: Computes the minimum spanning distance „P‟
End
The EID algorithmic step describes the incorporation of the new data objects into the hierarchical level. The instance-level
constrains EID reduces the memory complexity and class-level constraints reduces the time complexity. The instance-level and
class-level constraints are described below in section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 through the closeness matrix and minimum spanning
distance,
1.2.1 Closeness Matrix
An instance-level constraint satisfies the condition in HAC-EID mechanism by using the closeness matrix. The closeness
matrix on the tree imposes constraints by lowering the distance between the linked object pairs.

(

(

(

……… Eqn (4)

The original closeness formed a metric „C‟, and therefore the shortest paths between two biological data objects is
identified were length of the arc connected the pair directly by reducing the complexity in memory ratio.
1.2.2 Minimum Spanning distance Absolute Link process
A class-level constraint specifies a condition to be satisfied in HAC-EID mechanism by pair of clusters. The pair of class
members is measured using the minimum spanning distance absolute link process. Absolute link merges the closet classes and
further classes are merged accordingly depending on spanning distance.

(

(

……. Eqn (4)

The minimum spanning distance is merged with closest class distance point. HAC-EID mechanism with absolute linkage
reduces the running time.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering with newly Estimated Incremental Dimensional (HAC-EID) Mechanism is
implemented in JAVA platform. The experiment uses E. Coli Genes Data Set from UCI repository where the characteristics of
the each gene are described to perform the clustering operation. Sequence, homology (similarity to other genes), structural
information, and functions are provided for easy evaluation of the experimental parameters. The data was composed from
several sources such as GenProtEC, and SWISSPROT. E. coli genes are connected to each other by forecasting ecoli_to_ecoli.
All the data for a single gene is enclosed among delimiters. The gene functional classes are in a hierarchy.
Homology search provide the gene information with more relationships for performing the hierarchical agglomerative
clustering. The HAC-EID mechanism is compared against the existing Clustering Sentence-Level Text using Fuzzy Relational
Clustering (FRC) Algorithm and Multi Viewpoint based Similarity measuring (MVS) method. A biological data object is
experimented on the factors such as running time, memory complexity rate, error rate, clustering accuracy ratio, cluster validity,
and absolute linking efficiency. In table 1 evaluate the performance of the running time. The running time is the measure of the
time count to perform the clustering process.

(
Running Time is measured in terms of seconds (sec). The clock seconds are assumed to be „20‟ seconds on experimental
work. Memory consumption rate is the rate at which the data objects stored for cluster operations. The closeness matrix in
HAC-EID mechanism used to reduce the memory consumption rate, measured in terms of Mega bits per second (Mbps). Error
Rate (ER) is the number of bit errors occurred on clustering the high dimensional data.

The error percentage is used to show the computed value. The data object in that cluster is also noted. Clustering Accuracy
ratio is defined as the amount of exact result obtained on computing the below formula,

[

]

The clustering depends on the relevant gene data object clustering based on the data size. The clustering validity is defined
as the amount of correct validity group formed with data objects. The linking of the similar data objects is measured to improve
the efficiency rate and measured in terms of percentage (%). Data elements of varying count are used on measuring the linking
efficiency.
IV. RESULT DISCUSSION
The HAC-EID Mechanism compared the result with existing Multi Viewpoint based Similarity measuring (MVS) method
[1] and Sentence-Level Text using Fuzzy Relational Clustering (FRC) algorithm [2]. To better reduce the time and memory
complexities on HAC-EID Mechanism, extensive experimental results are tabulated. The clustering work is carried out in the
JAVA platform and work on the factors to analyze the result percentage. The result percentage helps to clearly different the
efficacy of the proposed and existing state of art methods.
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Running Time (sec)
MVS method
FRC algorithm
444
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1684
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2201
2165
2015
2536
2482
2416
2914
2875
2805

Fig. 5. Running Time Measure

The targeting results of the running time are measured using the HAC-EID Mechanism MVS method [1], and FRC
algorithm [2]. Fig 5 presented the work based on the data objects. HAC-EID Mechanism uses the class-level constraints with
the pair of clusters to reduce the running time by 3 – 11 % when compare with the existing MVS method [1]. While taking 60
data objects 1255 seconds taken on the MVS method and 1214 seconds taken on running the FRC algorithm. HAC-EID
Mechanism takes only 1186 seconds to run the overall process. HAC-EID mechanism with absolute linkage reduces the running
time by 2 – 6 % when compared with existing FRC algorithm [2]. The reason is that the running time is reduced depending on
spanning distance measure.
Object Count ‘D’
10
20
30
40
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60
70

Table. 2. Memory Consumption Rate Tabulation
Memory Consumption Rate (Mbps)
MVS method
165
315
527
384
432
274
723

FRC algorithm
149
252
453
328
373
233
617

HAC-EID Mechanism
134
239
412
294
335
214
565

Fig. 6. Memory Consumption Rate Measure

Fig 6 measures the memory consumption rate based on the object count. HAC-EID mechanism uses the closeness matrix
by lowering the distance between the linked object pairs. The reduction of the linked object pair reduces the memory
consumption rate by 18 – 24 % when compared with the existing MVS method [1]. The shortest paths between two biological
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data an object is identified were length of the arc connected the pair directly by reducing the complexity in memory ratio. The
reduction of the linked object pair reduces the memory consumption by 5 – 10 % when compared with the existing FRC
algorithm [2]. The closeness matrix construction in HAC-EID mechanism improves the memory rate measurement. The larger
the count of objects, the lesser the memory rate value in HAC-EID mechanism. Assume the 50 object count taken for the
experimental work, 432 megabits per second taken on MVS method, 373 measured on the FRC algorithm. HAC-EID
mechanism consumes only 335 mbps, so that the system is more efficient on clustering.

Cluster Count
2
4
6
8
10
12
14

Table. 3. Tabulation of Error Rate
Error Rate (Error %)
MVS method
FRC algorithm
0.30
0.28
0.31
0.30
0.35
0.33
0.38
0.35
0.39
0.39
0.44
0.40
0.46
0.43

HAC-EID Mechanism
0.26
0.27
0.31
0.33
0.33
0.35
0.36

Fig. 7. Measure of Error Rate

Fig 7 measure the error rate based on the clustered count. The cluster count initially takes the biological gene data objects
for performing the hierarchical agglomerative clustering. Estimated Incremental Dimensional algorithm modified the distance
matrix and incorporates the data object, thereby reducing the error rate. The error rate reduces by 11-21 % in HAC-EID
mechanism when compared with existing MVS method [1]. The hierarchical clustering uses the homogeneity property to
measure the density level in HAC-EID mechanism, thereby reducing the error rate by 5 – 16 % in HAC-EID mechanism when
compared with existing FRC algorithm [2]. The reason is that the error rate is reduced to improve the system accuracy result.
Existing work reduces the rate of error in HAC-EID mechanism by using the EID procedure.

Data Size (KB)
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
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Clustering Accuracy Ratio (Accuracy % )
MVS method
85
80
80
82
83
84
85
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Fig 8 Performance of Clustering Accuracy Ratio

Fig 8 illustrates the clustering accuracy ratio based on the data size. The data size is measured on Kilo Bytes (KB). The data
size from 50 to 350 is taken for the experimental work. The incorporation of the new objects is also carried out in HAC using
the estimated incremental dimensional mechanism. The highest link points in hierarchical tree reduce the distance among the
clustering points and also improve the clustering accuracy ratio. The result is multiplied by some power of the factor to reach
the 12 – 20 % improved clustering ratio in HAC-EID mechanism when compared with the MVS method [1]. HAC-EID
mechanism improves the accuracy ratio by 5- 9 % when compared with the existing FRC algorithm [2].

Cluster Data Percentage (%)
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

Table 5 Tabulation of Cluster Validity
Cluster Validity (%)
MVS method
FRC algorithm
65
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
76
75
78
77
81
80
83
82
85
85
88

HAC-EID Mechanism
72
78
81
83
84
87
89
91
93
95

Figure 9 Cluster Validity Measure
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Figure 9 measure the cluster validity using the E. Coli Genes Data Set from UCI repository. The existing work MVS

method [1], and FRC algorithm [2] is compared with proposed HAC-EID mechanism. For example while taking in 50 percent
of cluster data, 84 percent validity achieved in HAC-EID mechanism, whereas the other two methods achieved only the lesser
validity rate. During this operation, EID locates the objects in the hierarchy and hosts the new biological data objects. Th e
cluster validity is improved by 10 – 16 % in HAC-EID mechanism when compared with the MVS method [2]. The
incorporation is done by using the modified distance matrix, improves the cluster validity by 7 – 14 % when compared with the
FRC algorithm [1].

No. of Data Elements
30
60
900
120
150
180
210

Table 6. Tabulation for Absolute Linking Efficiency
Absolute Linking Efficiency (%)
MVS method
FRC algorithm
HAC-EID Mechanism
33
37
40
35
40
42
37
42
45
40
48
50
42
50
52
48
67
55
72
70
82

Fig. 10 Absolute Linking Efficiency Measure

Fig 10 describes the absolute linking efficiency based on the data elements. The data elements using the symmetric distance
metric on time and space metric attain the effective linking in HAC-EID mechanism. HAC-EID mechanism improves the
absolute linking efficiency by 13- 25% when compared with the MVS method [1]. The new data object
from old data object

(

(

is subtracted

on the root mean square to identify the symmetric distance measure thereby 4 – 17 % improves

the linking efficiency when compared with FRC algorithm [2]. HAC-EID mechanism identifies the homogeneity property by
measuring the linking efficiency level and improves the efficiency rate.
Finally, HAC-EID mechanism performs the incorporating of a new data objects in the hierarchical cluster using estimated
incremental dimensional operations. The symmetric distances metric attains the O (

) on time and space metric, where „m‟

and „n are the number of attributes used to represent each instance.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper works with the Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering with newly Estimated Incremental Dimensional (HACEID) Mechanism to reduce the time and memory complexities. HAC-EID mechanism splits the process to develop the
homogeneity property and perform the high quality of hierarchical clustering. Homogeneity property development on HAC-EID
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Mechanism helps to easily cluster the closer pair of objects by attaining the higher object linking efficiency. Estimated
Incremental Dimensional (EID) Algorithm is developed to measure the distance matrix after the incorporation of the data
objects. The data objects satisfies the instance-level and class-level constraints in HAC-EID Mechanism. EID algorithm uses the
closeness matrix to identify the shortest path and reduces the memory complexity ratio. Minimum spanning distance absolute
link process is to cluster the data objects with minimal running time. Experimental results demonstrate that the HAC-EID
Mechanism improves the clustering accuracy ratio by 7.155 percent. HAC-EID main objective is to compute the running time
and memory complexity parametric factor. The cluster validity rate is also improved by 10.723 percent.
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